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Manager. Explore more salaries. Recruitment Consultant in Redditch, Worcestershire 5.
Productive and fun place to work. Be prepared to work and like any other company in the
recruitment sector you'll be stressed, overwhelmed and frustrated Managers and Directors are
super approachable and probably will be the first ones checking if you're ok. This is such a
waste of time, all agencies work the same you get offered a role you do the work, they take the
biggest slice of the pay, once it's finished you have no work and no money. See all reviews.
What would you say about your employer? Help fellow jobseekers by sharing your unique
experience. Write a review. Popular questions all. What would you suggest ASC Connections
management do to prevent others from leaving? Find another company. A global manufacturer
of CNC machines is recruiting for a field service engineer to join their well established team.
With a market presence in every continent, they specialise in the supply, installation,
commission and repair of CNC purpose built equipment. They have a highly experienced UK
wide team, providing a comprehensive service to customers across a range of manufacturing
sectors. All work is planned at least 7 days in advance and jobs are sent through weekly,
however urgent breakdowns will get called through so you must be prepared to react to these
given the location. Nationwide travel is expected, with occasional overseas travel to the head
office in Germany when required, including training. To be successful in this role we're looking
for the following career roles or and experience - - Service Engineer, Service Technician,
Commissioning Engineer, Field Technician, CNC Engineer - Electrically bias, ideally holding an
NVQ level 3 in electrical engineering - Good knowledge of fault finding, electrical and

mechanical repairs - Willingness to travel nationally, and to Ireland and be prepared to stay
overnight if required - Clean driving license Standard working hours are 40 per week, general
expectancy to arrive on site by am. The business are prepared to be as flexible and supportive
as possible, overnight stays and extensive travel is ideally kept to a minimum, but the business
requires an individual who is prepared to do both when necessary. In return the company can
be equally flexible when needing time off or working around other engagements. Please note, if
your application is suitable, one of our consultants will call you within 5 working days. If you
have not heard from us within this time, your application has unfortunately been unsuccessful,
however, we will keep your details on our talent management system to consider you for future
opportunities. ASC Connections Ltd acts as an employment business for temporary positions
and an employment agency for permanent positions. We are committed to equal opportunity
and diversity. The client are a family owned business specialising in the design, build and
manufacture of precision press tools and components. They are seeking to recruit a Press
Setter to strengthen their team. The business boasts successful trading of over years working
with clients in a range of markets such as medical, automotive, aerospace etc. Benefits to
include - pension, competitive holidays, friendly and supportive working environment. A
growing manufacturer of automotive mechanisms that supplies bespoke solutions to a global
customer base, is now seeking General Operatives to help cope with their ever expanding order
book. A well organised, clean, tidy environment where they encourage colleagues to enjoy their
day, whilst getting the job done, this company offers a fantastic career opportunity for everyone
who joins. Keywords include; assembly, fitting, mechanical, electro-mechanical, pneumatic,
hydraulic, testing. A global, market leading manufacturer are recruiting a forward thinking,
pro-active Buyer to join their Redditch based Purchasing team. The Redditch facility is well
established having been there for over 10 years. You will join an experienced team of
individuals and work for a business with a very strong order book. The company offer 25 days
leave plus statutory days, different pension options including a contribution scheme, 4 X salary
life assurance and a health plan. There is lots of on-site parking and is a Covid-safe working
environment. In addition to the formal package the company offer a lot of autonomy in your role
and the opportunities to further develop your skills and career. If you want to work for a
company able to offer career progression and stability, that has continued to grow despite the
global pandemic, then please apply via the link in this advert. A Weighbridge Operator is
required for a steel processing and stockholding company based in the Dudley area. It is an
excellent opportunity to join a well-established company during a period of growth. Temporary
to permanent role with long term opportunities available for the successful candidates. A
background in the steel processing or stockholding industry is required for you to be
considered. You must have experience operating a weighbridge. To be a successful candidate,
you will be punctual, able to follow instructions and flexible with working hours. Required for a
3 month contract your day to day duties will include, processing invoices, dealing with any
invoice queries and reconciliations. Purchase ledger experience is preferred but other
accounting experience will be considered. The ideal candidate will have worked within the same
or similar role, have good attention to detail and strong communication skills. We are currently
recruiting for a well-established manufacturing company based in the West Bromwich area. This
internationally recognised business are seeking a machinist who they can invest training and
development into. A superb great opportunity to join an already established manufacturing
business, whilst further developing your own skills and experience in the steel industry.
Candidates with experience in the steel industry would be ideal for this role, having exposure to
setting or operating machinery or at least handling of steel stock. They are looking for an
immediate start, as early as possible so if you are out of work and on the lookout for a new role
this is an ideal opportunity. Do you want to work in a modern Engineering environment? Join a
business with sociable working hours, company incentives and over 40 years of success
behind it? A Production Engineer position has just become available within a well-established
manufacturer near Haverhill. This leading business will be paying a competitive starting salary
and package to the successful Engineering professional. To help manage process
improvements on site, maximising manufacturing efficiency's and ensuring product quality
levels are aligned with customer expectations and HSE legislation. You will be required to
fabricate cut steel sections from detailed engineering drawings and specifications, and
conducting both MIG and ARC welding. This is required for you to be considered for the role
and they have increased the basic hourly rate to compensate as a result of this. You will be
working on straight days, am - pm Monday to Friday. The company do however require some
flexibility with this, so you may end up finishing early some days and a little later others,
depending on the needs of the mill. About Us. Job Seekers. Timesheets Recruitment Services
Register a Vacancy. Areas of Expertise. Work For Us. Search Jobs. Permanent Temporary 73

Contract 4. Contract Permanent Temporary. Salary Frequency Annual Day Hour. SET UP.
Responsibilities for the role include - Breakdown repairs and maintenance CNC equipment up to
5 axis Fault find and repair of machines at customers premises Carrying out both mechanical
and electrical repairs to machinery including control panels Installation and commissioning of
machinery Working with Siemens S7 PLC's to fault find and diagnose issues Ordering of parts
from the office, replacing and retrofitting Discuss and relay faults with Service Manager and
other members of the team Answer customer queries on machines. Travel from home to site
covering your own region, but must be prepared to work within the UK and Ireland when
required All work is planned at least 7 days in advance and jobs are sent through weekly,
however urgent breakdowns will get called through so you must be prepared to react to these
given the location. In return the company can be equally flexible when needing time off or
working around other engagements Please note, if your application is suitable, one of our
consultants will call you within 5 working days. Birmingham , West Midlands. The primary
purpose of the role is to set press tooling in a safe and efficient manner. Role duties; To set and
change over press tools on a number of different presses mainly Bruderer. To operate and mind
machine when required. To check pressed parts produced and to identify and communicate any
issues on non conformity. Working to 5S principles and to seek to continually improve setting
processes. Manual handling of heavy equipment tooling using hydraulic equipment. Able to
work on presses ranging from 25 to 60 ton. Inspection and testing skills. Flexible to work other
shifts when required. Shift times - Monday to Thursday 7. Apply now to be considered for the
role Coventry , West Midlands. These positions will all lead to permanent roles for the
successful candidates. Some of your responsibilities are listed below: Assembling components
of varying sizes within designated time frames, maintaining the employer's renowned high
standards. Build custom engineered sets with limited instruction Read and interpret general
arrangement drawings, manuals and written instructions in order to produce a quality product.
As a Buyer you will be responsible for: The purchasing of a range of sub contract components
including castings. Working proactively with the supplier base to ensure that purchasing levels
match that of the material flow, production requirements and the demand plan. The creation of
works orders within the manufacturing systems. Assist in the development of the supplier base
by measuring key metrics. To be successful within the role you will have: Proven experience as
a buyer within a manufacturing environment. Experienced in the use a range of computer
systems. The business use SAP and it would be a distinct advantage if you were to have this. A
proactive, forward thinking attitude with the ability to always look ahead of what the business
needs and then communicate this in your purchasing plan with your suppliers. In return you will
receive an excellent benefits package which includes: 25 days holiday plus bank holidays
Medical plan Different pension options including a contribution scheme Free parking
Covid-Safe working environment In addition to the formal package the company offer a lot of
autonomy in your role and the opportunities to further develop your skills and career. Redditch ,
Worcestershire. To support managers and colleagues to ensure that health and safety
compliance, targets and strategies are achieved. Maintain a high standard of record keeping in
accordance with legal requirements in addition to the Company Management Systems In
addition, the post holder is the administrator of the training management system. Setting up all
new starters and ensuring training documents are completed in a timely manner to ensure
compliance at external audits. Dudley , West Midlands. Duties include: Operating the
weighbridge to weigh vehicles in and out Filling out and sorting appropriate paperwork Dealing
with delivery drivers Using the in house computer system to record data Any other duties as
required A background in the steel processing or stockholding industry is required for you to
be considered. Stratford-upon-Avon , Warwickshire. If you are looking for temporary work and
have experience within finance please apply below! West Bromwich , West Midlands.
Cambridge , Cambridgeshire. Purpose of the Production Engineer role - To help manage
process improvements on site, maximising manufacturing efficiency's and ensuring product
quality levels are aligned with customer expectations and HSE legislation. Responsibilities
include - Liaise with the Project team on new product introductions. Analyse current
manufacturing processes and procedures. Create and distribute process documentation.
Implement and maintain control plans for manufacturing processes. Ensure manufacturing
equipment is maintained correctly and staff are able to use safely. Contribute toward improving
the reduction of process failures. Maintain various records and documentation. Relevant
Engineering Education, ideally Electronics Mechanical understanding. Ability to implement
Quality tools and continuous improvement techniques. Position benefits include - Competitive
salary, annual leave and pension package. Friendly working environment and hours.
Opportunity to work for a leading and ever-growing manufacturing business. Training and
progression opportunities.
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If interested in this position, please apply through this advert immediately. Responsibilities for
the role include; Experience MIG and ARC welding Fabricating of steel section including
cutting, drilling and grinding Assembly of parts to build racking systems Working from detailed
engineering drawings and design specs Any other duties as and when required You will be
working on straight days, am - pm Monday to Friday. Connect with us. Sign in. Forget your
Password click here to reset your password. Cancel Reset Password. Remember my details. By
uploading your CV you are agreeing for ASC Connections to contact you via email or phone to
discuss supporting your job search and provide potential job opportunities. You have the
option to unsubscribe or remove your data at anytime. To find out more about this view our
privacy policy. Cancel Submit. This email address is already registered. If you wish to update
CV, please login first. Job Types Contract Permanent Temporary. Cancel Subscribe.

